The newest model from U.S. Cremation Equipment – the Classic X-CEL – brings the highest level of efficiency to the cremation industry. The Classic XCEL is designed for high volume and lower operational costs for that segment of the market experiencing substantially higher cremation rates. Utilizing the latest technology, the Classic X-CEL offers performance and equipment features not found in any other unit and is backed by a two-year limited warranty.

**Standard features of the Classic X-CEL**

- No cool-down between cycles
- Cremation of up to ten cases in a 12-hour workday
- Continuous operation over a 24-hour period
- Accommodation of cases in excess of 1000 pounds
- Cremation chamber accepting caskets/containers 52” wide
- Over fire air ports for improved performance
- Secondary chamber retention time over two seconds
- PLC control system with 15” touch screen interface
- Opacity monitoring and control system
- Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. (UL) listed

**Classic X-CEL options**

- Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM) system
- Oxygen monitoring and modulation
- Remote monitoring and diagnostics
- Data logger and acquisition system
- Self-propelled mobile insertion machine

To learn why the Classic X-CEL is earning attention from the industry and satisfaction from its customers, contact the cremation professionals, 321.282.7357.

**Assistance is always a phone call away.**